Using some simple .ass.mptions, we present in this paper a calculation of the quark fragmentation functions seen in deep inelastic processes.
Introduction
Recent experiments at the ISR(1y2) on the production of high transverse momentum secondaries in proton-proton collisions point strongly in the direction of anevent structure characterized by two jets whose source might be two-body scattering of proton constituents. (4, 5, 6) except for slight corrections due to strange-quark scattering. + We will calculate the two quark fragmentation functions D:(z) and D:(z) . describing particle production in up + u-+ IT+ (or r-> + X.
The distribution in xe has been found to look very similar to the sum of these two functions. Table. C C If the s and u quarks behaved 2-t identically,
-the expected K+/x+ ratio would be 1; the departure from this value is assumed to be due to the violation of SU (3) invariance. The vector to pseudoscalar ratio may be an indication that only one helicity state of the p is dynamically allowed for a given quark helicity.
The advantage of using particle ratios measured at high p, is that the very steep behavior of the cross section guarantees that the trigger is sampling the meson population near z = 1. In this region, meson production via resonance decay does not mask direct production ratios, (1) allowing us to extract the Cm in the table above.
In the i -5-model described above, assuming an invariant high pL IT' production cross section Q l/P,9 , we get a ratio of the high pL IT' to jet cross section = CT1018 = l/80.
3 Whether such a rich spectrum is indeed present, remains to be proven experimentally.
Finally, since the vector to pseudoscalar ratio is not accurately known, we have repeated the calculations outlined above using a ratio of three instead of one. The resulting quark fragmentation functions agree equally well with the neutrino data, differing by ~20% from the curves shown + in Figure 2 
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